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About This Game

"Jack and Sara" – There are a lot of interesting, colorful and fun games for children up to 5 years of age who so actively learn
about the world.

In an unobtrusive way, Jack and Sara will teach your child fun games for the development of logic, attention, memory and color
perception. Developers took care about the beautiful music and the voice acting.

"Jack and Sara" offers the following mini-games:
1. Vegetables. Help Sara to collect vegetables and arrange them by colour.

2. Toys. Collect all the toys in the yard together with Jack.
3. Pets. Help Sara to find pets in the yard.

4. Butterflies. Help Jack to search for butterflies of the same color.
5. Sweets. Put sweets in the basket together with Sara.

6. Car designer. Build a car together with Jack.
7. A bouquet of flowers. Help Sara to collect the flowers that she needs.

8. Fish in an aquarium. Help Jack to count fish in the aquarium.
9. Castle designer locks. Build a house together with Sara.

10.Bedroom. Help Jack and Sara to find pictures and fall asleep.

Features
★ Bright and atmospheric graphics,

★ Calm and beautiful music,
★ Recorded voice,
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★ Teaching a child the color associations, logic, memory development.

Play wonderful mini-games with "Jack and Sara"!
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Title: Jack and Sara: Educational game
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Reew Games
Publisher:
Reew Games
Release Date: 2 May, 2018
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The game is old and the navigation of the characters are a pain sometimes, but this excellent story is worth all the troubles.
Bravo Frogwares,. \u0420\u0430\u0434\u0438 \u0430\u0447\u0438\u0432\u043e\u043a - \u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e
\u043a\u0443\u043f\u0438\u0442\u044c, \u0430 \u0442\u0430\u043a \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 -
\u0431\u0430\u0433\u0430\u043d\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0445\u0435\u0440\u043e\u0442\u0430.. Resynth is a great puzzler
that is heaps of fun and exceptionally challenging !
You re-organise the elements of a level to restore the music.
Tonnes of levels to complete!
With a sleek aestetic and an awesome selection of tunes.
This is a game that rewards you for being clever!. i've thrown away loose change in the garbage that gave me more enjoyment
than this. does whats advertised, creates good models from photos, is simple to use.
Have occasionally had issues with stitching the model together, however i expect its due to either changing light conditions or
not enough photos as reference.
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Who does not want to shot candy !!!

 I crank up my own music and let the fun begin.

 Only drawback is your arms get sore from continuously firing.. very rough gameplay.... Have you ever had that tight feeling in
your chest that feels warm and inviting? yes I know it's a very cheesy question but, have you? I spent almost 40 hrs completing
my first run though and i probably had the feeling for more than half that time.

I'm a very fresh player when it comes to visual novels. My first ever visual novel was "Sabot of the Witch", which was very
interesting in its own way and got me into the story. However, never have I ever, been inspired as much as I was when I played
this game. Its phenomenal, breathtaking, dazzling, heartbreaking, so relate-able I almost cried tears of joy at some scenes. Like
I've said prior I haven't played many visual novels since i'm fairly new to the genre so I cant confirm if most of them are as
riveting as this. However, If that's not case, then writers from Moe Novel have something in them that stands out from the rest.
"They are truely magnificent". They did so well it honestly just feels like a stilled anime put on slideshow. if this was given an
anime adaptation i would be all over it.

Now, Summarizing the game itself is a whole other beauty and personal gave me way too much nostalgia of my younger days I
almost had a heart attack XD. Our cast of characters are so well rounded and interesting that it really cant fit the cliche bill,
"even though it does". Ecspecially Hikari. I love this story so so much. and i don't know if I'll ever love another as much as this
one. It inspired me to the point of disheartenment when i finished the story. I wanted more, so what did i do? I restarted. This
Title need more love and guarantee you wont be disappointed

11\/10, Hikari best route (True Route), #MoeNovel#Askyfullofstars. \\the devellopers have left that game. The tutoria doesnt
start as the button isnt working. dont buy it its a trap. I have enjoyed using this 'paint program' and discovering that it is so much
more. The level of editing is fantastic and the scope of the program is huge, if you take the time to explore it fully. There are
some quirky elements to the user interface, but you will become accustomed to where things are in the long run.

I have had many hours in experimenting with it and following along with the extensive tutorials that are provided and I know
that the next update will only improve things further. Looking forward to it.

I do recommend this software, but you do have to be prepared to explore it's depth, there is a lot to it.. I played the game for 17
minutes, It was boring after 5. All levels are the same basic structure and repeat many times. DO NOT BY THIS GAME AS A
SIMULATOR. i have genuinely bought a 19p game that is better than this (it's called intergalactic bubbles it's kinda cool game!)
probably the worst game i have played in a while.. I did not like the game. The Short clips and screenshots are lying about the
game. It is nothing like what it shows you. I am trying to play it on Windows 10 but it constantly crashes :( The one and only
time it managed to overpass the main menu was going unplayably fast without letting reducing the speed whereas all the other
times that I tried to reduce the speed via options before beginning playing i was constantly kicked out when i was clicking to
begin the game... :\/
I hope the issues are gonna be fixed orelse I spent my money on buying garbage :\/. Pretty much more of the same with a few
refinements (ie the card system has been automated).

I am having fun - if you enjoyed the first, you should enjoy this.

At $1.99 you can't go too wrong.. Audience ❤
☑ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☐ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

�� Suitable For ��
☐ Kids
☑ Teens
☑ Adults
☐ Human
☐ Alien
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�� PC Requirements ��
☐ Potato
☑ Decent
☐ Rich boiii....

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☑ Decent
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music/Audio ♬
☐ Earrape
☐ Bad
☑ Not too bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic
☐ Eargasm

☠ Difficulties ☠
☐ Easy
☑ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Insane
☐ Unfair
☐ Difficulty?

§ Bugs §
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☑ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☐ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Just don‘t
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☑ Boring
☐ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
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☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☐ It’s free!
☐ Worth the price
☐ Wait for Sale
☑ If u have some spare money left
☐ You could also just burn your money
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can
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